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1 Introduction 

1.1 Classification 
Zinza is a Bantu language spoken in the Mwanza Region of Tanzania, on the 
southwest shore of Lake Victoria, and on various islands off the shore. Zinza has 
81% lexical similarity with Nyambo and Nyankore, 78% lexical similarity with 
Haya and 76% with Kerewe.1 It is classified in the Haya-Jita E.202 branch of Bantu 
and is part of the Lacustrine languages, a name given because of the proximity to 
Lake Victoria. Coming from Bantoid, it follows the divisions of Southern, Narrow 
Bantu, Centra, J, Haya-Jita (E.20) or E23. The ISO 639-3 code is [zin]. 

1.2 Data 
The data in this study comes from the Zinza people (William F. Ibaganisa, Stephano 
S. Kamuhanda, Sarah Luzwago, Robert Mdali, Rose M. Mtahengelwa, Barthazar 
Juvenari, and Julius Lukafuba). The data in this paper has been collected over many 
years. 

1.3 Dialects 
There are four strongly related dialects in Zinza: Zinza, Subi, Longo, and Kula. 
Zinza is the most prestigious of the four dialects. The most prestigious Zinza variety 
is spoken on Kome Island located in the southern edge of Lake Victoria, west of 
Mwanza. It has been noted that in Subi there is a sound shift of <z> being realized 
as <g>: echizele → echigele ‘footprint’. There are other shifts which have occurred 
regionally: Maisome Island pronunciation at times will replace a <z> with <s> 
and <u> with <o>. Isáka → Izáka ‘Isaac’, and ensáambu → ensáambo ‘garden’, 
respectively. 

Pronunciation shifts have also been observed between the Zinza elders and 
the Zinza youth. In general palatalized forms that were favored by the elders are 
being weakened and/or lost by the youth. When evaluating variant spellings, where 
the meaning is clear in all variants, we usually defer to the youth and/or the prestige 
dialect of Kome Island. 

1.4 Format and purpose of this orthography sketch 
This orthography statement is designed to show the orthography of Zinza and the 
reasons behind the orthographic decisions which were made. Although there is 
                                            
1 http://www.ethnologue.com/language/zin 
2 Nurse, Derek and Gérard Philippson (eds.), The Bantu Languages  (645) 
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phonological and grammatical information in this paper, the intent is not to elaborate 
on it for any purpose other than giving necessary documentation for the orthographic 
information. All data is written using the orthography itself, unless otherwise stated. 
All glosses are written in English. 

The following sections focus on phonology, morphology, word-boundary 
rules, capitalization and punctuation. A writer’s checklist, a noun class chart and 
brief history of the orthography development are included as well. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Vowels 

2.1.1 Vowel inventory 
Zinza has a five-vowel, three-height system, having one set of high vowels, one set 
of mid-vowels, and one low central vowel. This means there are five vowel 
phonemes, which also have contrastive vowel length (see §2.1.2). 

Evidence of all vowel phonemes (not regarding length or tone) is found in 
the following words. The contrastive words are shown along with the corresponding 
IPA and chosen orthographic symbols in Table 2.1.1. 

Table 2.1.1: Zinza vowels: graphemes and phonemes with examples 
Phoneme Grapheme Zinza Example English Gloss 

/i/ i omulimi farmer 
/e/ e olutemele winnowing basket 
/a/ a amataka soil 
/o/ o omukobo meeting 
/u/ u olufulu type of fish 

2.1.2 Vowel length 
Contrastive vowel length exists in Zinza, as there are minimal pairs distinguished 
only by length. To indicate length, the same vowel is written twice. The examples in 
table 2.1.2a below show minimal pairs. 
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Table 2.1.2a: Contrastive vowel length in Zinza 
 Short Long 

Vowels Example English Gloss Example English Gloss 
<i> kuhika to arrive kuhiika to pack, put in 
<e> kuléba to fall short kuleeba to see/look 
<a> enzala hunger enzáala offspring 
<o> kuhóza to cool kuhooza to cause to pay 
<u> endulu bile enduúlu shouts 

Table 2.1.2b shows where vowel length can occur in words. Long vowels may occur 
anywhere in a word except for word-finally. 

Table 2.1.2b: Vowel length in different syllable structures 
Root Syllable Structure Example English Gloss 

VVCV enyaámu cat 
CVVCV echitooke banana 

CVCVVCV enchúleezi a calm person 
CVVCVCV enchaákala morning 

CVVCVCVCV oluteékelelo story 

2.1.3 Vowel length in conditioned environments 
Phonetically, vowels are longer before prenasalized consonants and after palatalized 
and labialized consonants. Vowels in these environments can also bear rising and 
falling tones, which is typical only of long vowels in Zinza. Since vowels in these 
environments are perceived of as long by Zinza speakers, it has been decided to 
write vowels long in these conditioned environments and to mark tone according to 
the precepts outlined in § 2.3. 

The marker for noun class 9/10 is eN-. Though this creates a conditioned 
length (CL) environment in the prefix, many class 9/10 word-initial vowels are not 
perceived of as long and are therefore written short. Monosyllabic noun stems are an 
exception for class 9/10. They are perceived of as long, and therefore are written 
long. A couple examples of monosyllabic noun stems in class 9/10 are in the table 
below. 
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Table 2.1.3a: Monosyllabic noun stems in class 9/10 
Example English Gloss 

eenda preganancy 
éenzu house 
eéfwi fish 

Conditioned length vowels are written within roots, as well as across 
morpheme boundaries, with a few exceptions. The first exception is when the 1st 
person singular object marker n- is added to a consonant-initial verb root, 
subsequently creating a potential CL environment. The preceding vowel is still 
perceived by Zinza speakers as a short vowel, and is written accordingly. The 
following example illustrates this exception. 

1. 1st person singular object marker 
kundeétela 
/ku-n-leet-el-a/ 
INF-1S.OBJ-bring-APP-FV 
to bring to me 

The second exception is word finally. Word finally, following a labialized or 
palatalized consonant, the final vowel is not perceived of as long and is therefore 
written short. The following example illustrates this exception. 

2. Word final vowel 
echilíibwa 
cassava plant 

2.1.4 Vowel clusters 
Zinza allows only minimal vowel clusters, as can be seen in table 2.1.4. Most vowel 
clusters are formed across morpheme boundaries, but even in that environment, they 
are not common. Where vowel clusters occur they are written without intervocalic 
semivowels. 

Table 2.1.4: Vowel clusters in Zinza 
inyaansiama type of grass 
omuabaantu amongst people 
omuebitabu in the books 

aina s/he has 
beisiimweénkulu our forefathers 
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2.2 Consonants 

2.2.1 Consonants 
The consonant system for Zinza consists of 18 consonants, in chart form below. 

Table 2.2.1a: Zinza consonants: graphemes and phones with examples 
Grapheme Phone Zinza Example English Gloss 

b [β] ibabi leaf 
ch [tʃ] enchuuchu red ant 
d [d] kudaádíila to walk shakily 
f [f] igúfa bone 
g [ɡ] omugúgu load 
h [h] ihano miracle 
k [k] enkóko chicken 
l [l] ilila teardrop 
m [m] maámi uncle 
n [n] omunóna river 
ny [ɲ] nyáanya his/her sister 
p [p] olupapula piece of paper 
s [s] echisúsi calabash gourd 
sh [ʃ] olugusho roof tile 
t [t] omutita deaf person 
w [w] lyáawe your 
y [y] empáya billy-goat 
z [z] obuzizi ability 

The letter <d> occurs most often root initially, or prenasalized root medially, but 
there is one instance of <d> occuring root medially in a seemingly unborrowed 
word. It is listed in table 2.2.1a above.  

The velar nasal [ŋ] does not occur in Zinza. <sh> occurs infrequently, but it 
does appear word initially and medially in seemingly unborrowed words.  

The letter <r> does not exist phonemically, but it is written in some proper 
names by tradition. The language has other sounds and features which are described 
in §2.2.2 that require special symbols and combinations of graphemes. 
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Table 2.2.1b: Consonant positioning in stems 
 Root-initial English Gloss Root-medial English Gloss 
b ibabi leaf ibabi leaf 
ch enchuuchu red ant enchuuchu red ant 
d kudaádíila to walk shakily kuhaábudu to worship 
f ifubo glory obulófu dirtiness 
g omugúgu load omugúgu load 
h echihika desire iliho thirst 
k enkóko chicken enkóko chicken 
l iliho thirst echibila forest 
m echimasa bull obuzima beauty 
n omunóna river omunóna river 
p echipiipi crowd echipiipi crowd 
s echisúsi calabash gourd echisúsi calabash gourd 
sh ishóolo type of stone olugusho roof tile 
t omutita deaf person omutita deaf person 
w weemi equality lyáawe your 
y omuyaga wind omugáyo scorn, contempt 
z obuzizi ability obuzizi ability 

2.2.2 Digraphs and trigraphs 
The digraph <ny> is the voiced palatal nasal [ɲ]. This digraph was chosen because 
it is the Swahili grapheme for the same consonant. 

The grapheme <b> is pronounced as the bilabial fricative [β] 
intervocalically and before <y, w>. When prenasalized it becomes a stop [ᵐb] and 
is written <mb>. 

The other digraphs <ch> and <sh> represent the same sounds [tʃ] and [ʃ], 
respectively, as in Swahili. 

2.2.3 Consonant combinations 
Table 2.2.3a shows possible consonant combinations in Zinza, in categories of 
labialization, palatalization, pre-nasalization, and any combinations of 
prenasalization plus labialization or palatalization. Words were chosen with a 
consciousness of whether the segments in question occur stem-internally or across 
morpheme boundaries. So, if the example of a segment occurs across a morpheme 
boundary in the data below, it can be assumed it does not exist in the data stem-
internally. 
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Table 2.2.3: Possible consonant combinations in Zinza 
Consonants Example English Gloss 

Labialization 
bw echilíibwa casava plant 
chw ichwaánta saliva 
fw iífwa hunger 
gw omusegwe domesticated dog 
hw kuhweela to help 
kw omukwaáta man 
lw olubúlwe current 
mw mweenda nine 
nw omunwa lip 
sw oluswi roof 
tw okútwi ear 
zw echizwáalo clothes 

Palatalization 
by engóbya traitor 
ly kulyáama to sleep 
my kumyóoka to slide 
py pyeeku all 
ty bityo thusly 
zy kuhaázya to sate 

Pre-Nasalization 
mb omwaambi arrow 
nch nyeenchaákala morning 
nd kweenda to want 
ng kuleenga to measure 
nk kwiinaankula to receive 
mp omunyaampala old person 
ns kulaansamula to attack 
nt omuuntu person 
nz enchíinzi pole 

Combinations 
mbw kugaambwa to be said 
nchw eénchwa type of banana 
ndw endwáala sickness 
ngw ensuúngwa fruit 
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nkw enkwáambu monitor lizard 
nsw enswéela marriage ceremony 
ntw eéntwe swollen stomach disease 
nzw enzwáala style of clothes 
mby kusuumbya to gather 
ndy endyaámila type of soft grass 
mpy empyoolo dribbles, stains 

Note that palatalization appears most consistently on causative verbs, since the 
causative is formed by adding the suffix -i to the end of the verb root. There are 
minimal examples of root-initial or medial palatalization of consonants. 

[ɱf] is written as <nf> due to previous conventions. Even though it is more 
common in Bantu langauges to write this sounds as <mf>, since the Zinza 
previously were writing it as <nf>, this tradition is maintained. 

When the consonants h and l are pre-nasalized due to morphophonemic 
processes, they are realized as [ᵐp] and [ⁿd], respectively. 

2.2.4 [r]/[l] allophony 
The lateral approximate l has phonetic realization as either [l] or [ɾ] but is written as 
<l>. [l] and [ɾ] occur in free variation. The flap [ɾ] is written as <r> in some 
proper names according to Roman Catholic tradition. 

2.3 Tone 
Zinza has an active lexical and grammatical tone system. Orthography decisions 
regarding tone are described in this section. There are both lexical and grammatical 
tonal minimal pairs. Due to the high functional load of tone, word-level surface tone 
is marked for both lexical and grammatical tone. Note that this section does not 
attempt to explain all underlying tones and tonal phonology rules. Instead, it 
describes surface tone and the relevant writing rules.3 

Grammatical tone and lexical tone are both written using the same tone 
marking system. High (H) tone on short vowels is marked with an acute accent mark 

                                            
3 Note that Zinza was previously written with phrasal surface tone, meaning that tone could be written 
in multiple ways on a particular word depending on its context. The decision to continue writing 
surface (as opposed to underlying) tone is somewhat in keeping with that tradition, but the fact that it 
is now written based on word-level (as opposed to phrase-level) pronunciation is a significant 
improvement, now allowing for a constant word image. 
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<   ́ > over the vowel such as: í, é, á, ó, ú. Low (L) tone (or toneless)4 is not 
marked. This can be seen in the following table. 

Table 2.3a: High tone marking examples 
Example English Gloss 
enzóka snake 

Long vowels can either have a low, rising or falling tone pattern. When the long 
vowel has a rising tone, the second vowel is marked with an acute accent, as such: 
ií, eé, aá, oó, uú. This is illustrated in the table below. 

Table 2.3b: Rising tone marking examples 
Example English Gloss 

omubuteéka child, youth 
enchaákala morning 

When the long vowel has a falling tone, the first vowel is marked with an acute 
accent, as such: íi, ée, áa, óo, úu. This is illustrated in the table below. 

Table 2.3c: Falling tone marking examples 
Example English Gloss 
okwéezi moon 
omuhíigi hunter 

2.3.1 Nominal lexical tone 
There are nominal lexical tonal minimal pairs, and table 2.3.1a gives a few examples 
of these. 

Table 2.3.1a: Nominal lexical tonal minimal pairs 
Example English Gloss Example English Gloss 

eenda stomach eénda lice 
obusiisi destruction obusíisi sugar ants 
buzima truth búzima up to, till 

The most common noun stem syllable structure is CVCV, and these stem types 
exhibit two different surface tone melodies: LL and HL. The following table 
illustrates these two tone groups. 

                                            
4 Morae without a H tone could be analyzed as either toneless or L. For the purposes of this 
orthography statement, the term L is used. 
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Table 2.3.1b: Nominal tone groups on CVCV roots 
LL 

echisaka [ɛtʃi - sɑkɑ] bush 
okugulu [ɔku - ɡulu] leg 
olugisa [ɔlu - ɡisɑ] amulet 
izele [i - zɛlɛ] footprint 

   
HL 

enfúka [ɛɱ - fúkɑ] hoe 
echihéno [ɛtʃi - hɛńɔ] sin 

ihísi [i - hísi] hyena 
oluzóchi [ɔlu - zɔt́ʃi] bee 

When looking at nominal tone patterns on stems, note that a H tone cannot occur on 
the final vowel of a word in isolation. Even for monosyllabic stems with H tone, the 
H is realized on the noun class marker rather than on the stem, as shown below. 

Only one mora per word can carry a H tone, and all other morae will be L. 
However, the H tone can occur on any mora in the word, except word-finally. The 
table below illustrates various stem syllable patterns and the tonal patterns that they 
exhibit. This is not an exhaustive list of syllable patterns, but should illustrate 
sufficiently the tonal variation possible in nominal stems. The examples are 
organized according to the number of morae in the stem, since different syllable 
patterns which have the same number of mora tend to exhibit the same tone 
melodies. Also note that the noun class of the word does not seem to have any 
influence on these tone melodies. 
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Table 2.3.1c: Nominal tone groups on other CV patterns 
1 mora     
 L H   

CV 
iipo 

[iː - pɔ] 
maize 

omúsho 
[ɔmú - ʃɔ] 

knife 
  

     
3 morae     
 LLL LHL HLL  

CVCVCV 
isusano 

[i – susɑnɔ] 
likeness 

echilagúla 
[ɛtʃi – lɑɡúlɑ] 

medicine 

obuhálila 
[ɔbu – hɑ́lilɑ] 

slavery 
 

     
 LLL LHL HLL  

CVVCV 
akataama 

[ɑkɑ - tɑːmɑ] 
lamb 

echilaáto 
[ɛtʃi - lɑ̌ːtɔ] 

shoe 

omutúuzi 
[ɔmu – tûːzi] 

neighbor 
 

     
 LLL LHL HLL  

CVVNCV 
echiluungu 

[ɛtʃi – luːŋɡu] 
forest 

enziímba 
[ɛn – zǐːᵐbɑ] 

anger 

iléembo 
[i – lɛ̂ː ᵐbɔ] 

door 
 

     
 LLL LHL HLL  

CGVVCV 
omuswiiza 

[ɔmu – swiːzɑ] 
fever 

olufwaánya 
[ɔlu – fwɑ̌ːɳɑ] 

tapeworm 

echizwáalo 
[ɛtʃi – zwɑ̂ːlɔ] 

clothes 
 

     
4 morae     
 LLLL LLHL LHLL HLLL 

CVCVCVCV 
omulugaluga 

[ɔmu – luɡɑluɡɑ] 
soldier 

isekogóte 
[i – sɛkɔɡɔt́ɛ] 

turtle 

omuhalákazi 
[ɔmu – hɑlɑ́kɑzi] 

girl 

ikúlugusi 
[i – kúluɡusi] 

stone 
     
 LLLL LLHL LHLL HLLL 

CVCVVCV 
iholoola 

[i – hɔlɔːlɑ] 
hole 

omubuteéka 
[ɔmu – βutɛ̌ː kɑ] 

procedure 

omutabáani 
[ɔmu – tɑβɑ̂ːni] 

son 

enkómeezi 
[ɛŋ – kɔḿɛːzi] 
eastern wind 
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2.3.2 Verbal lexical tone 
There are verbal lexical tonal minimal pairs, and table 2.3.2 gives a couple examples 
of these. 

Table 2.3.2: Verbal lexical minimal pairs 
Example English Gloss Example English Gloss 
kulaba to pass by kulába to faint 
kuloba to be wet kulóba to fish with a  hook 

The most common verbal stem syllable structure is CVCa, and these stem types 
exhibit two different surface tone melodies: L and H. 

2.3.3 Verbal grammatical tone 
There is one verbal grammatical tonal minimal pair. Table 2.3.3a provides examples 
of this minimal pair with a L verb root. The consecutive aspect and recent past have 
identical forms, including tone. First person singular in either consecutive or recent 
past contrasts with third person singular in present tense. 

Table 2.3.3a: Grammatical tone on L tone verb root 
TAM Example TAM Example 

1SG  
CONSECUTIVE 

OR 
1SG 

RECENT PAST 

naáhika 
[N-ɑ̌ː-hik-ɑ] 

and then I went 

3SG 
PRESENT 

naahika 
[ni-ɑ-hik-ɑ] 
he is going 

naásuba 
[N-ɑ̌ː-suβ-ɑ] 

I waited (recently) 

naasuba 
[ni-ɑ-suβ-ɑ] 
he is waiting 

naákola 
[N-ɑ̌ː-kɔl-ɑ] 

and then I did 

naakola 
[ni-ɑ-kɔl-ɑ] 
his is doing 

Table 2.3.3b below provides examples of this minimal pair with a H verb 
root. 
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Table 2.3.3b: Grammatical tone on H tone verb root 
TAM Example TAM Example 

1SG  
CONSECUTIVE 

OR 
1SG 

RECENT PAST 

naáhoza 
[N-ɑ̌ː-hɔź-ɑ] 

I cooled off (recently) 

3SG 
PRESENT 

naahóza 
[ni-ɑ-hɔź-ɑ] 

he is cooling off 
naákuza 

[N-ɑ̌ː-kúz-ɑ] 
and then I exalted 

naakúza 
[ni-ɑ-kúz-ɑ] 
he is exalting 

naátona 
[N-ɑ̌ː-tɔń-ɑ] 

I decorated (recently) 

naatóna 
[ni-ɑ-tɔń-ɑ] 

he is decorating 

Generally, if there is a H tone in the verb root then it remains when inflected for 
tense or aspect unless there is tone on the tense or aspect morphemes. This can be 
seen in the above chart; when the tense/aspect affix has tone, the tone in the verb 
root drops. When there is no tone on the tense/aspect affix the high tone is retained 
in the verb root. 

3 Morphophonology 

3.1 Vowel elision 
The most common form of vowel elision in Zinza involves the augment vowel of 
nouns. Generally the augment vowels are pronounced, and therefore are written in 
the orthography. However, there are some environments which can cause the 
augment to elide. Some environments of this elision include possessive pronoun 
enclitics, demonstratives and the quantifier ‘every’. These environments are 
discussed at greater length in §4.7. 

Another form of vowel elision, which is not represented in the orthography, 
occurs preceding a vowel initial word. The final vowel of the preceding word elides. 
Nonetheless, both vowels are written. This helps maintain word forms and follows 
the principle of writing at the word-level, not the phrase-level. 

Table 3.2.1a: Vowel elision at word boundaries 
naábona + abalimi  naábona abalimi I see the farmers 
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3.2 Desyllabification 

3.2.1 Assimilation 
In Zinza, when the final vowel of a morpheme meets with the same vowel of a stem, 
the two vowels join to become a long vowel, as the following table illustrates. 

Table 3.2.1: Identical vowels across morpheme boundaries 
aba- + -ákala → abaákala ancestors 
echi- + -iba → echiiba dove 

3.2.2 Palatalization and labialization 
If the final vowel of a morpheme is i or u and the following morpheme begins with a 
non-identical vowel, then the first vowel desyllabifies to y or w, respectively. One 
effect that this has on the orthography is that an environment of compensatory 
lengthening is created. Vowels in this environment are perceived as long by Zinza 
speakers and therefore are written long. The following table illustrates this process. 

Table 3.2.2: i and u desyllabification 
omu- + -ákala → omwaákala ancestor 
emi- + -oye → emyooye breaths 
obu- + -oyo → obwooyo flowers 

3.2.3 Coalescence 
Across morpheme boundaries, when one morpheme ends with the low vowel a and 
the following morpheme begins with a high or mid vowel, then the two vowels 
coalesce to form a long mid vowel. That is, the a assimilates to the +/- FRONT 
feature of the following vowel and becomes a mid vowel. This means that a + i and 
a + e result in ee, while a + u and a + o result in oo. The following table 
illustrates this process. 

Table 3.2.3: Coalescence 
aba-+-izi → abeezi stranger 

ni-+ba-+i-+buúza → nibeebuúza they are asking themselves 
ni-+ba-+-oza → niboóza they are washing 
ama-+-eenzi → améenzi water 
ka-+u+hulila → koóhulila when you hear 
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3.3 Adjacent nasals 
There are a couple of environments in which the meeting of morphemes can result in 
adjacent nasals. This creates a conditioned length environment and the preceding 
vowel is perceived of as long. Both the adjacent nasals and resultant vowel length 
are written. 

The first environemnt is when a first person singular object marker is 
followed by a nasal initial verb stem or a vowel initial verb stem. The first person 
singular object marker is a nasal that assimilates to the point of articulation of the 
following consonant. When followed by a vowel, it is pronounced as a palatal nasal, 
however, in pronunciation it is perceived as a long nasal, so two Examples of these 
adjacent nasals are in the table below. 

Table 3.3a: First person singular object marker 
ku-+N-+manya → kuummanya to know me 
ku-+N-+nóba → kuunnóba to betray me 

ku-+N-+nyweégela → kuunnyweégela to put me to bed 
ku-+N-+myoola → kuummyoola to turn me 

Before a vowel initial stem the first person singular object marker is a palatal 
nasal. In pronunciation this nasal is perceived as long and is therefore written long 
with the preceding vowel written long as well. Additionally the verb ‘give’ is 
perceived as having a long nasal when the first person singular object marker is 
used. These environments are illustrated in the table below. 

Table 3.3b: First person singular object marker, vowel initial and ‘give’ 
ku-+N-+éza → kuunnyéza to sanctify me 
ku-+N-+ita → kuunnyita to kill me 
ku-+N-+ha → kuúmmpa to give me 

The first person singular subject marker is also a nasal that assimilates to the 
point of articulation of the following consonant. The progressive aspect marker 
precedes the subject slot. This means that the first person singular subject marker 
may be followed by a nasal initial morpheme or verb stem, creating adjacent nasals. 
Examples of these adjacent nasals are in the table below. 
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Table 3.3c: First person singular subject marker 
ni-+N-+manya → niimmanya I am knowing 
ni-+N-+mu+ha → niimmuha I am giving him/her 
ni-+N-+myoola → niimmyoola I am folding/turning 
ni-+N-+nóba → niinnóba I am betraying 

4 Word boundaries 
Key areas when considering word boundaries are the copular verb, locatives, 
associatives, and the conjunction. Each of these constructions are examined in 
greater depth later in this section. However, some generalization can be stated here 
which apply to the copula ni, associatives NC-a, and the conjunction na. 

The first generalization is that the vowel in each of these words assimilates 
completely to the first vowel of a following vowel-initial word. This usually applies 
to the augment vowel of nouns, but vowel-initial names and demonstratives also 
affect these vowels in the same way. For each of these, the copula, associatives, and 
conjunction, they are written disjunctively from the following word, and are written 
as they are pronounced, with the assimilated vowel quality. 

The second generalization is that if the copula, associative, or conjunction is 
followed by a noun, the augment of that noun will be written, when it is pronounced. 
Class 15 infinitives are an exception. Infinitives are generally written without their 
augment vowel, but the vowel quality of the preceding copula, associative, or 
conjunction still assimilates to the underlying augment of class 15, [ɔ]. There are 
some exceptions regarding class 15 augments, and these environments are still under 
investigation. 

There are some environmental circumstances which cause the augment not to 
be pronounced, and the known exceptions are discussed in §4.7. The rule for a Zinza 
writer, howerever, is to write the augment whenever it is pronounced. The 
exceptions are outlined in order to help a non-native Zinza speaker understand why 
the augment is being written in some environments and not in others. 

4.1 Copula 
The copula in Zinza, ni (which happens to be identical to Swahili), is written as an 
independent word. When the copula precedes a consonant-initial word, then the 
copula is pronunced [ni] and is written ni. 

When the copula precedes a vowel-initial word, its vowel assimilates to the 
first vowel of the following word and is written as it is pronounced. Augment 
vowels on nouns are written following the copula. Of note is that the copula vowel 
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also changes prior to a demonstrative and the pronominal form ‘another’, as can be 
seen in the class 9 and class 11 (respectively) examples in the table below. 

Table 4.1a: Copula preceding vowel initial words 
NC Example English Gloss 
1 óogu no omuuntu this is a person 
5 éeli ni igúfa this is a bone 
6 na amazima it is true 
8 éebi ne ebitála these are barns 
9 olumeenko óolwo ne éezi this sign is this 
11 no obúundi it is another 
15 ensoonga yaho no kusubiza its meaning is to return 

The copula vowel also changes preceding an associative and some other 
pronominal forms which take noun class agreement markers, such as possessive 
pronouns and ‘many’. Even though the associative and possessive pronoun are not 
vowel initial, there is underlyingly an augment vowel present, and it affects the 
vowel quality of the copula which precedes it. The copula is written as it is 
pronounced in these circumstances, as the following table illustrates. 

Table 4.1b: Copula preceding associatives and possessive pronouns 
NC Example English Gloss 
1 áaba no woómwe they are his 
5 éeli ni lyo óogwo these are of that one 
9 éezi ne nyiinzi these are many 
11 óolu no lwo óogwo this is of that one 

The copula is written conjunctively in one environment, which is when it is 
followed by the question word oóha ‘who’. Native speaker perception that noóha is a 
single word is likely a reflection that the copula has been lexicalized as part of the 
question word. The copula can also occur before noóha, adding emphasis and a 
feeling of surprise, and it is not preferred to have two copulas written disjunctively 
occuring next to each other. The following table provides examples of these 
environments. 

Table 4.1c: Copula and ‘who’ 
In Isolation Example English Gloss 

ni+oóha+óogu Noóha óogu Who is this? 
ni+ni+oóha+óogu Ni noóha óogu Who is this exactly!? 
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4.2 Locatives 
Zinza uses the class 16 locative ha and the class 18 locative omu. The augment 
vowel of the following word elides, and the locative vowel does not assimilate. The 
class 16 locative is written disjunctively from the following word, whereas the class 
18 locative is written conjunctively with the following word. The different rules for 
these two locatives are a result of historical convention. The following table 
illustrates how the locatives are written. 

Table 4.2a: Nominal locatives 
NC Noun English Gloss ha omu 
2 abaantu people ha baantu omubaantu 
5 itaka dirt ha taka omwiitaka 
14 obutúulo city ha butúulo omubutúulo 
15 okukóla to work ha kukóla omukukóla 

Note that when a class 18 locative precedes a noun from class 5, the class 5 vowel i 
remains, and the vowel of the class 18 locative desyllabifies to w. This 
desyllabification is written. 

Zinza also uses both class 16 and 18 markers as verbal locative clitics, they 
are ho and mo, respectively. These clitics are written conjuctively with the preceding 
verb. Additionally, the class 16 clitic can affect the tonal pattern of the verb it 
attaches to, this change is written. The following table illustrates how these locatives 
are written. 

Table 4.2b: Verbal locatives 
Verb English Gloss ho mo 

bilyaába they will be bilyaabáho bilyaábamo 
akaluga s/he left akalugáho akalugamo 
ataákuba s/he should not be ataákubaho ataákubamo 

4.3 Associatives 
The prepositional clitic which associates two nouns agrees in class with the first 
noun of the construction. Its vowel is underlyingly -a, but when it attaches to the 
second noun of the construction, it assimilates to the augment or other word-initial 
vowel. The associatives are written as independent words and are written as they are 
pronounced. The first vowel of the second word is also written, as the following 
table illustrates. 
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Table 4.3a: Associatives 
NC Example English Gloss 
3 igoomba lyo omuti fruit of the tree 
5 enságama yi ikúzo blood of honour 
6 kubaanza kwa amakeesi start of lines 
7 iláka lye echikuli sound of the horn 
16 omwaana óogu ahi izíina lyaanze the child of my name 

The associative vowel also assimilates to the vowel of a following 
demonstrative. The associative is written as it is pronounced in these environments. 
For examples which illustrate how the associative will be written prior to a 
demonstrative, see Table 4.1b in § 4.1 above. 

Associatives not only interact with following augment vowels, but they can 
also have their own augment vowel. When the class 1 or 2 associative is written 
with its respective augment at the beginning, it has the meaning ‘having’. The 
following table illustrates the associative written with the augment. 

Table 4.3b: Associative with the augment 
NC Example English gloss 
1 omuuntu owo omukono a man having an arm 
2 abe ebikolwa bizima those having good actions 

4.4 Conjunction 
The conjuction, underlyingly na, is written disjunctively. The vowel of the 
conjuction assimilates to the first vowel of any following vowel-initial word 
(including names). The conjunction is written as it is pronounced, and the augment 
is written on the following word, as the following table illustrates. Note that the 
conjunction and the copula are often written identically, and only context will 
distinguish them. 
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Table 4.4a: Conjuction 
NC Example English Gloss 

Proper name ni Isitáani and Satan 
2 na abalimi and farmers 
5 ni ibáale and a rock 
7 ne echitébe and chair 
8 ne ebibila and forests 
11 no olulími and tongue 
12 na akábi and evil 

The conjunction vowel also changes preceding an associative and some other 
pronominal forms which take noun class agreement markers, such as possessive 
pronouns and ‘many’. This follows the same pattern as the copula, as described in 
§4.1. The conjunction is written as it is pronounced in this environment, as shown in 
the following table. 

Table 4.4c: Conjunction preceding associatives 
NC Example English Gloss 
3 no gwo óogwo and his 
5 ni lyóomwe and his 
6 na go óogwo and his 
10 ne zoómwe and his 
14 no bwiinzi and many 

One exception to note is conjunctive pronouns, which are written as a single 
word. Table 4.4b below gives examples of conjuctive pronouns. 
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Table 4.4b: Conjuctive pronouns 
Example English Gloss 
néenye and me 
neewe and you 
náwe and him/her 

neechwe and us 
neemwe and you (pl) 

nábo and them 

4.5 Copular locative 
The copular locative stem in Zinza is -li and is inflected for noun class agreement. It 
occurs before many different types of words. Preceding verbs (typically infinitives), 
the copular locative is written conjunctively, as shown in the following table. 

Table 4.5a: Copular locative with verbs 
NC In Isolation  Combined 

1 
ali+kwéetwa 

he is+to be called → 
alikwéetwa 
he is called 

3 
guli+kweendelwa 
it is+to be wanted → 

gulikweendelwa 
it is wanted 

6 
gali+kusaalila 

it is+to be bitter → 
galikusaalila 

it is bitter (milk) 

The copular locative is written disjunctively in all other environments, as the 
following table illustrates.  
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Table 4.5b: Copular locative with other words 
NC Preceding a Noun   

1 ali+omugaanga 
he is+doctor → ali omugaanga 

he is a doctor 
    
 Preceding a Pronominal Form   

2 
bali+aba+ebyookulya 
they are+having+food → 

bali abe ebyookulya 
they are having food 

    
 Preceding an Adjective   

6 gali+mazima 
it is+good → gali mazima 

it is good 
    
 Preceding a Locative & Noun   

12 kali+omu-+elíiso 
it is+in+eyes → kali omulíiso 

it is in the eyes 

4.6 Question words 
Question words are generally written as independent words. One exception is 
mentioned in § 4.1 above; oóha ‘who’ is written conjunctively with the copula. 
Otherwise, the question words are written disjunctively, as the following table 
illustrates. 

Table 4.6: Question words 
Question word Example English Gloss 

oóha 
who naasusana oóha who does he look like 

chiíha 
what muzeenzile kuleeba chiíha what did you go to see 

nkáhi 
where mwaaluga nkáhi where have you come from 

iíli 
when nibwiíza iíli when will it arrive 

habwaáchi 
why habwaáchi nimulya why are you eating 

chi 
which ni magaambo chi áago which things are these 
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Note in the chart above that chi ‘which’ causes the augment on a preceding noun to 
drop. 

4.7 Exceptions to writing augment vowels 
As mentioned above, there are certain environments in which the augment is not 
pronounced, and therefore is not written. 

4.7.1 Possessive pronoun clitic 
In Zinza, there are 3rd person singular possessive pronoun enclitics: -we occurs on 
class 1 nouns, -be on class 2 nouns, and -gwe on class 3 nouns. Similar clitics for 
other noun classes may also exist. See examples in the table below. 

Table 4.5.1: Possessive pronoun clitic 
NC Example +Possessive Clitic Result 

1 
no omukázi 

[nɔ ɔmukɑ́zi] 
and a wife 

+-we 
na mukazíwe 

[nɑ mukɑzíwɛ] 
and his wife 

2 
na abadugu 

[nɑ ɑβɑduɡu] 
are relatives 

+-be 
ni badugúbe 

[ni βɑduɡúβɛ] 
are his relatives 

3 
omumuganya 
[ɔmu-muɡɑɳɑ] 

in the heart 
+-gwe 

omumuganyágwe 
[ɔmumuɡɑɳɑ́ɡwɛ] 

in his heart 

When these enclitics are added to the end of some class 1 and 2 nouns (usually 
showing relationship), the augment is not pronounced and is not written. If this noun 
is preceded by a copula, associative, or conjunction, their vowel retains its 
underlying qualities. That is, it does not take on the quality of the augment. 

These clitics are written conjunctively with the preceding noun in all cases. 
Of note is that this clitic can cause a H tone to occur on the penultimate syllable.  

Though there are other examples of these possessive enclitics they cannot be 
attached to just any word. For example, the noun in the class 1 example does not 
work if moved to class 2. Similarly, the class 2 example no longer works in class 1. 

4.7.2 Demonstratives 
Generally, both the proximal and non-proximal demonstrative cause the augment to 
drop when they precede the noun to which they refer. In this environment, since the 
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augment is not pronounced, it is not written. The following table illustrates this 
environment. 

Table 4.7.2a: Demonstratives before and after referrent noun 
NC Demonstrative Before English Gloss Demonstrative After English Gloss 

Proximal Demonstrative 
6 áaga magaambo these words amagaambo áaga these words 
8 éebi byookulya these foods ebyookulya éebi these foods 

Non-Proximal Demonstrative 
3 óogwo muti that tree omuti óogwo that tree 
7 éecho chipípi that group echipípi éecho that group 

Of note is that natural word order in Zinza places demonstratives after the noun to 
which it refers. Therefore, the demonstrative that causes the augment to elide is not 
in the default order. Also, note that class 5 and class 9/10 nouns do not follow this 
pattern. 

If the following noun is not the noun to which the demonstrative is referring 
then the augment is still pronounced and therefore also still written, as the following 
table illustrates. The relevant augment vowel is in bold. 

Table 4.7.2b: Demonstratives before non-referent noun 
Example English Gloss 

mulekele óogu olugazi leave that one a chance 
Íimwe áabo oluzáalo lwe enzóka You (pl) those of a snake’s offspring 

4.7.3 The quantifier buli ‘every’ 
Following the quantifier buli ‘every’ the augment often drops, except in class 5. The 
following table illustrates buli and how it affects the following noun 
orthographically. 

Table 4.6.2a: Buli ‘every’ 
NC In Isolation Example English Gloss 
1 buli+omuuntu buli muuntu every person 
3 buli+omwaaka buli mwaaka every year 
5 buli+ibáanga buli ibáanga every mountain 
9 buli+embíbo buli mbíbo every seed 
11 buli+oluzáalo buli luzáalo every generation 
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This should not be confused with the class 14 copular locative buli which does not 
have this same effect on the following noun, as can be seen in the following table. 

Table 4.6.2b: buli as class 14 copular locative verses buli as ‘every’ 
In Isolation Example English Gloss 

buli+obuteéka buli obuteéka there is truth 
vs. 

buli+obuteéka buli buteéka every truth 

4.7.4 People 
The augment vowel regularly elides and the form changes slightly for a sub-group of 
class 1 and 2 nouns that refer to types of people. Two examples are omuhalákazi 
‘youth (female)’ and omutabani ‘youth (male)’. When followed by a possessive 
pronoun the augment drops and they are changed to muhala and mutani, 
respectively. The following table illustrates this variation. 

Table 4.6.3a: People variations 
Example English Gloss 

nyina wo omuhalákazi óogwo the mother of that girl 
óogwo omutabani omukulu that older boy 

HOWEVER 
na muhala wáawe… and your girl… 
na mutani wáabo… and their boy… 

Other nouns from class 1 and 2 that generally appear without an augment vowel are 
omunywáani ‘friend’, and omudugu ‘relative’.  

5 Additional spelling rules and notes 

5.1 Capitalization 
Several traditional capitalization rules are followed in Zinza. A capital letter is used 
to begin every sentence. The first letter of proper nouns is capitalized. The first word 
in a quote is also capitalized. 

When the class 18 locative omu precedes a proper noun, the first letter of the 
proper noun is still capitalized. When a proper noun with a preceding class 18 
locative begins a sentence, both the first letter of the class 18 marker, as well as the 
first letter of the proper noun are capitalized. The following table illustrates these 
capitalization rules in Zinza. 
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Table 5.1: Capitalization 
Example Type Zinza Gloss 

Beginning of a Sentence Abaantu áabo baásobelwa 
bwooli. 

Those people were very 
surprised. 

   

Proper Noun Zaásaambala bwooli omuli 
Yudea. 

It was spread around in 
Judea. 

   

Beginning of a Quote Yeézu yaágaamba, “Iiwe 
musígazi… 

Jesus said, “You young 
man… 

   
Class 18 with Proper 

Noun 
…empola ye ensoonga 

omuBibuliya. 
…the important 

information in the Bible. 
   

Class 18 with Proper 
Noun, Start of Sentence 

OmuKiyunani ensoonga 
yaho ni… 

In Greek the meaning 
is… 

5.2 Paragraph breaks 
Paragraphs unite sentences that relate to a primary topic. A paragraph break should 
be used to mark a shift in thought, time, place, etc., or to mark a change in speaker 
in a dialogue. 

5.3 Punctuation 
The following sections outline the basic rules of punctuation for Zinza. In general 
these rules follow conventional punctuation rules. 

5.3.1 Period <.> 
The period <.> is used at the end of every declarative sentence. 

Mariamu akaba aine eenda. 
Mary was pregnant. 

5.3.2 Question mark <?> 
The question mark is used at the end of an interoggative sentence, i.e., direct or 
implicit. 
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Ni mpola chi éezi? 
What news is this? 

5.3.3 Exclamation mark <!> 
The exclamation mark is used at the end of an exclamatory sentence. That is, any 
sentence that conveys a sense of urgency, surprise, excitement, or strong emotion. 

Niinkugaambíla, yemeelela! 
I am telling you, stand! 

5.3.4 Colon <:> 
The colon is used to begin a list of three or more items. 

Twoombeke áaha otuzu tusatu: Kámo káawe, akaandi ko mwa Musa, na 
akaandi ko mwa Eliya.” 

Let us build here three huts: One for you, another for Moses, and another 
for Elijah. 

The colon is also used in notation of time and scripture references. 

esáaha 4:00 
10:00 o’clock 

 
Luka 1:1 
Luke 1:1 

5.3.5 Double and single quotation marks <“”> & <‘’> 
Double quotation marks <“”> are used to open and close a direct quote. Included 
inside the quotation marks are the quote itself, as well as the ending mark, whether it 
is a period, exclamation mark or question mark. 

…yaámugaambila, “Niinyeénda, oóbe muzima!” 
…and he said to him, “I want you to be whole!” 

Single quotation marks <‘’> are used to open and close a quote that is located 
inside another quote. 
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“Chaandikilwe chíti, ‘Omulamye Múungu Omukáma wáawe, na omukolele 
weényini weénka.’” 

“It is written, ‘You shall worship the Lord your God, and him only shall 
you serve.’” 

5.3.6 Comma <,> 
The comma is used to separate the speaker reference from a quote. 

…yeébuuza, “Ni mpola chi éezi?” 
…and he asked himself, “what news is this?” 

The comma is also used to separate items in a list or series that has three or more 
items. 

Nkokwo, abahume, nibahweéza, abalema, nibalibata, aba 
mabéembe, nibachizwa, enziba matwi, nibahulila, abáfwiile, 

nibazoolwa, na abahabi, nibaheébwa empola nzima. 
(tell) That, the blind receive sight, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, the 

deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the good news 
preached to them.  

The comma is used to separate interrupting expressions or introductory expressions 
that are not essential to the sentence. 

Léeba, niimbamanyisa empola nzima… 
Behold, I bring you good news… 

The comma is used to separate the name of a person in direct address, i.e., “John, 
come here!”. 

Iiwe mweégesa, neechwe tukoleho túta? 
Teacher, and what should we do? 

The comma is used to indicate that a subordinate clause is preceding the main clause 
of the sentence. 

Nyeéncheémo, obuchilo haácha, Yeézu akalugaho áaho, yaázeenda ahaantu 
hatéena abaantu. 

The next day, while day was breaking, Jesus left there, and he went to a 
place without people. 
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In general the comma is also used at natural points of pause if reading the text 
outloud. 

5.4 Reduplication 
Reduplicated stems are traditionally written as two words in Zinza. Reduplication of 
verbal stems often conotates a higher frequency of the action. Table 5.4 illustrates 
some examples. 

Table 5.4: Reduplication of stems 
Example English Gloss 

kugaamba gáamba to speak a lot 
kufúluka fúluka to move repeatedly 
kwiíluka yiluka to run here and there 

5.5 Loan words 
Loan words are written as they are traditionally pronounced in Zinza. Zinza includes 
borrowed words from German, English, Sukuma, Kirewe, Arabic, Latin and Swahili. 
Some borrowed words have undergone phonological changes and therefore sound 
and look more like a Zinza word, other words have not. So, borrowed words are 
simply writen as they are pronounced in modern Zinza speech. Table 5.5 illustrates 
some examples. 

Table 5.5: Loan Words 
Example English Gloss 

Echihebrania Hebrew 
Kristu Christ 

Abafarisayo Pharisees 

5.6 Ideophones 
Ideophones are written as they are pronounced. The following table illustrates an 
ideophone. 

Table 5.6: Ideophones 
Example English Gloss 

koo kolíikooo cock-a-doodle-doo 
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6 Writer’s checklist 
1. Ensure that all consonants have been written correctly. (Refer to §2.2) 
2. Ensure that all vowels have been written correctly. If the vowel is long 

remember to write the vowel twice, whereas if the vowel is short write only one 
vowel. (Refer to §2.1) 

3. Ensure that syllables with a L tone are not marked. 
4. Ensure that syllables with a H tone are marked with an acute accent < >́ over 

the vowel. (Refer to §2.3.1) 
5. Ensure that syllables with a rising tone are marked with an acute accent mark 

< >́ over the second vowel grapheme. (Refer to §2.3) 
6. Ensure that syllables with a falling tone are marked with an acute accent mark 

< >́ over the first vowel grapheme. (Refer to §2.3) 
7. Ensure that tone is marked consistently on each word, as it would appear in 

isolation. (Refer to § 2.3) 
8. Ensure that adjacent nasals have been written if they are needed. (Refer to § 3.3) 
9. Use a space between two words.  This includes a space before and after 

associatives, the copula, and conjunctive. (Refer to §4.1, 4.3, and 4.4) 
10. Class 18 locatives are attached directly to the word they modify. (Refer to §4.2) 
11. Class 16 locatives are written disjunctively. (Refer to §4.2) 
12. In the case of reduplication ensure that the word has been written disjunctively, 

as two words. (Refer to §5.4) 
13. The copular verb <ni>, the conjunction <na> and all associatives are written 

disjunctively, as in Swahili, but the surface pronunciation is written when the 
vowel assimilates to the vowel of the following word.  (Refer to §4.1, 4.3, and 
4.4) 

14. Ensure that augments are written on all nouns, except in the known environments 
in which they are not pronounced. (Refer to § 4.2, and  4.7) 

15. Ensure that all question words are written disjunctively. (Refer to §4.6) 
16. When Zinza is spoken sometimes sounds elide due to quick speech.  Written 

Zinza will preserve in writing all the sounds that would occur in slow speech. 
17. When proper nouns are written the first letter of the word is capitalized.  (Refer 

to §5.1) 
18. Loan words will be written as they are pronounced in Zinza.  (Refer to §5.5) 
19. Refer to §5.3 for rules and regulations regarding punctuation. 
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Appendix A:  Noun class chart 
Zinza has a canonical noun class system. Out of the roughly twenty-four noun 
classes from Proto-Bantu (PB), Zinza has at least some form of 18 of them. Zinza 
also makes use of the augment, but its exact function syntactically is yet to be 
determined. Table Appendix A1 lists the augments and class prefixes, along with 
Zinza examples. Table Appendix A2 shows the noun-class pairings with the standard 
pairing listed first in each case. 

Table Appendix A1: Noun class augments and prefixes in Zinza 
Class Augment Prefix Example English Gloss 

1 o- -mu- omulimi farmer 
1a Ø Ø maámi uncle 
2 a- -ba- abalimi farmers 
2a Ø ba- bamaámi uncles 
3 o- -mu- omutúulo village 
4 e- -mi- emitúulo villages 
5 Ø i- igulílo market 
5a e- -li- eliintu giant person 
6 a- -ma- amagulílo markets 
7 e- -chi- echitébe chair 
8 e- -bi- ebitébe chairs 
9 Ø eN- engalo hand 
10 Ø eN- engalo hands 
11 o- -lu- olugóhe eyelash 
12 a- -ka- akasíla small rag 
13 o- -tu- otusíla small rags 
14 o- -bu- obulófu dirtiness 
15 o- -ku- okugulu leg 
16 a- -ha- ahamúka here at the house 
18 o- -mu- omumutúulo in/at the village 
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Table Appendix A2: Noun class pairings 
Class Singular Prefix Class Plural Prefix 

1 omu- 2 aba- 
1a Ø 2a ba- 
3 omu- 4 emi- 
5 i- 

6 ama- 
5a eli- 
7 echi- 8 ebi- 
9 eN- 10 eN- 
9 eN- 6 ama- 
11 olu- 10 eN- 
12 aka- 13 otu- 
14 obu- 6 ama- 
15 oku- 6 ama- 
16 aha- - 
18 omu- - 
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Appendix B:  Common Zinza words and their tone patterns 
Below is a table of demonstratives and a few other common Zinza words and their 
tone patterns. This is being included in the orthography statement in order to aid 
spell checking and consistency checking. 

Table Appendix B: Common Zinza words and their tone patterns 
NC Prox. Dem. Non-Prox. Dem. ‘other’ ‘their’ ‘his/hers’ 
1 óogu óogwo oóndi wáabo woómwe 
2 áaba áabo abaandi báabo boómwe 
3 óogu óogwo ogúundi gwáabo gwoómwe 
4 éezi éezo eéndi yáabo yoómwe 
5 éeli éelyo elíindi lyáabo lyoómwe 
6 áaga áago agáandi gáabo goómwe 
7 éechi éecho echíindi chaabo choómwe 
8 éebi éebyo ebíindi byáabo byoómwe 
9 éezi éezo eéndi yáabo yoómwe 
10 éezi éezo eéndi záabo zoómwe 
11 óolu óolwo olúundi lwáabo lwoómwe 
12 áaka áako akaandi kaabo koómwe 
13 óotu óotwo otúundi twáabo twoómwe 
14 óobu óobwo obúundi bwáabo bwoómwe 
15 óoku óokwo okúundi kwáabo kwoómwe 
16 áaha áaho 

ahaandi owaabo 
 

18 óomu óomwo 
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Appendix C:  Summary of dialect and language use survey 
The dialect research of Zinza was completed over time by those who were involved 
in the Zinza translation project. They concluded that there are four strongly related 
dialects in Zinza: Zinza, Subi, Longo, and Kula. Zinza is the most prestigious of the 
four dialects. The most prestigious Zinza is spoken on Kome Island located in the 
southern edge of Lake Victoria, west of Mwanza. 

It has been noted that in Subi there is a sound shift of <z> being realized as 
<g>: echizele → echigele ‘footprint’. There are other shifts which have occurred 
regionally: Maisome Island pronunciation at times will replace a <z> with <s> 
and <u> with <o>. Isáka → Izáka ‘Isaac’, and ensáambu → ensáambo ‘garden’, 
respectively. 

Pronunciation shifts have also been observed between the Zinza elders and 
the Zinza youth. In general palatalized forms that were favored by the elders are 
being weakened and/or lost by the youth. 

A language use survey of the Zinza language community was completd in 
June of 2007. Various interviews were conducted in Kahumulo, Nyakagomba, 
Bukondo, Chikobe, Lugongo, and Chifunfu villages. 

It was observed that due to an influx of other language communities for 
fishing purposes there are few areas in which the Zinza are in majority, even though 
it is the Zinza’s traditional territory. Even on the islands, due to fishing villages, 
there is a high degree of mixing of language communities. Another factor 
contributing to the mixed language communities is that it is considered prestigious to 
marry from the Sukuma language community. So, there are many mixed marriages 
between the Zinza and Sukuma. 

Generally, six areas were specified as maintaining a high number of Zinza 
speakers: Kome Island, Chifunfu peninsula, Busisi area, Kahunda division, 
Butundwe peninsula, and parts of Nzera division. The survey team was not able to 
conduct interviews on Kome Island, Kahunda division, or Nzera division for various 
reasons, but they did conduct interviews in the other three areas. 

In areas with a high percentage of Zinza speakers children reportedly use 
Zinza in every area of their life except for school (in which they use Swahili). 
Adults also use Zinza in their daily lives, only using Swahili or Sukuma as necessary 
to ensure effective communication with a non-Zinza speaker. Generally, it was 
observed that the Zinza language is very active in areas with a high concentration of 
Zinza people. Even in households where the mother is Sukuma, if the father is 
Zinza, then the children grow up mainly using Zinza. 
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In areas with a higher mix of language communities the languages are also 
more mixed. Children grow up using a mixture of Zinza, Swahili and Sukuma. 
Adults are more likely to use either Swahili or Sukuma in all areas of life in these 
areas. Zinza does not appear to be as active or vital in areas with a high degree of 
mixing of language communities. 

The surveyers’ conclusions regarding Zinza language vitality were that it is 
under threat from Sukuma, moreso than from Swahili but that it is still very vital and 
important in various enclaves of the Zinza area. It was also noted that there is a high 
degree of motivation to continue using Zinza for various reasons, including cultural 
identity. 
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Appendix D: History of orthography development and changes 
Date Place and Group Event or Orthography Issues Tested or Changed 
March 
2007 

Busisi, Kahuúmulo, 
Butundwe, Bukondo, 
Bugumbikiso, Chinfufu 

Elideable vowels in pronunciation were not written 
orthographically. The team conducted several reading 
tests to see how this orthographic rule affected fluency 
and if the readers noticed and/or found it to be a 
mistake/typo. They found that 53.7% of the collected 
data supported writing the vowels that are elideable in 
fast speech. Elideable vowels have been written in the 
Zinza orthography since this testing. 
In these same reading tests the team tested the 
acceptability of tone marking in Zinza orthography. 
Three tone marks were used: á, â, and ǎ . The proposal 
was a possible change to only using the acute accent 
mark as such: á, aá, and áa. This would necessitate 
writing long vowels in CL environments. The results of 
their testing were that 73.5% of those tested would be 
happy with only using the acute accent mark and 67% 
would be happy with writting CL vowels long. No 
change was made in the Zinza orthography regarding 
CL vowels and tone marking at this point. 

May 
2013 

Nyakasasa (Kome Island) 
& Geita 

Similarly to the testing done in March 2007, writing of 
tone and CL vowels was tested. Two groups of Zinza 
speakers participated, one in Nyakasasa (Kome Island) 
and the other in Geita. Both groups unanimously 
preferred to write long vowels in CL environments in 
order to remove the caret and caron from the Zinza 
orthography. Neither group knew what the opinion or 
advice was from the other. So, each group reached this 
conclusion independently of the other. CL vowels are 
now written long, and only the acute accent us used for 
marking tone. 
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